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Abstract This paper introduces a synthetic polarimetric radar simulator and retrieval package,
POLArimetric Radar Retrieval and Instrument Simulator (POLARRIS), for evaluating cloud‐resolving
models (CRMs). POLARRIS is composed of forward (POLARRIS‐f) and inverse (retrieval and diagnostic)
components (iPOLARRIS) to generate not only polarimetric radar observables (Zh, Zdr, Kdp, ρhv) but also
radar‐consistent geophysical parameters such as hydrometeor identification, vertical velocity, and rainfall
rates retrieved from CRM data. To demonstrate its application and uncertainties, POLARRIS is applied to
simulations of a mesoscale convective system over the Southern Great Plains on 23 May 2011, using the
Weather Research and Forecasting model with both spectral bin microphysics (SBM) and the Goddard
single‐moment bulk 4ICE microphysics. Statistical composites reveal a significant dependence of simulated
polarimetric observables (Zdr, Kdp) on the assumptions of the particle axis ratio (oblateness) and orientation
angle distributions. The simulated polarimetric variables differ considerably between the SBM and 4ICE
microphysics in part due to the differences in their ice particle size distributions as revealed by comparisons
with aircraft measurements. Regardless of these uncertainties, simulated hydrometeor identification
distributions overestimate graupel and hail fractions, especially from the simulation with SBM. To minimize
uncertainties in forward model, the particle shape and orientation angle distributions of frozen particles
should be predicted in a microphysics scheme in addition to the size distributions and particle densities.

1. Introduction

Cloud‐resolving models (CRMs) have been and will continue to be important tools in the weather and
climate research community (e.g., Tao & Moncrieff, 2009). Consequently, establishment of robust
frameworks to evaluate their dynamical and microphysical outputs is critical (e.g., Fridlind et al., 2012;
Jung et al., 2010). Ground and aircraft‐based in situ and remote sensing measurements are a vital source
of validation for the microphysics and vertical velocities in CRMs (e.g., Iguchi, Matsui, Shi, et al., 2012;
Iguchi, Matsui, Tokay, et al., 2012; Iguchi et al., 2014). Indeed, reflectivity and Doppler velocities from
ground‐based radar have been used for evaluating microphysical characteristics (e.g., Lang et al., 2007,
2011, 2014; Iguchi, Nakajima, Khain, et al., 2012; Iguchi et al., 2014). In the last decade, the widespread
emergence of polarimetric radars has provided the opportunity for additional metrics in addition to the radar
reflectivity factor at horizontal polarization (Zh) for evaluating CRMs, including differential reflectivity (Zdr),
linear‐depolarization ratio (LDR), specific differential phase (Kdp), and copolar correlation coefficient (ρhv,
e.g., Putnam et al., 2017; Ryzhkov et al., 2011; Snyder et al., 2017a, 2017b).

Jung, Zhang, et al. (2008)first applied a polarimetric radar simulator to ensemble convection‐permitting fore-
cast simulations and examined the impact of polarimetric radar assimilation using an ensembleKalmanfilter
(Jung, Xue, et al., 2008). Jung et al. (2010) applied single‐ and double‐moment microphysics to the polari-
metric simulators to examine whether the bulk microphysics schemes could reproduce specific spatial struc-
tures of polarimetric radar signals from a supercell thunderstorm and found that the single‐moment scheme
could not reproduce a Zdr arc, midlevel Zdr, and ρhv rings due to its inability to simulate size sorting effects.

Dawson et al. (2014) investigated the low‐level Zdr signature in supercell forward flanks using CRM
simulations and a polarimetric radar simulator. Snyder et al. (2017ab) applied a polarimetric radar simulator
to a CRM supercell simulation with a triple‐moment microphysics scheme. Ryzhkov et al. (2011) developed
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a polarimetric radar simulator for more complex microphysics: the Hebrew University Cloud Model
(HUCM) with spectral bin microphysics (SBM). These previous studies examined observed and simulated
vertical cross sections of polarimetric variables (Zh, Zdr, LDR, Kdp, and ρhv) in addition to the associated size
distributions of CRM hydrometeors to understand particular convective processes with a focus on deep con-
vective clouds. However, this type of direct comparison is not straightforward, because of (i) the dependence
of polarimetric radar observables on radar elevation angle and other factors, (ii) the need to better under-
stand the different polarimetric radar observables by the CRM community, and (iii) the uncertainties in
the microphysics, especially the axis ratio and orientation angle distributions as noted in this study.

Recently, robust hydrometeor identification (HID) algorithms have been more widely applied to polari-
metric radars at X‐band, C‐band, and S‐band (e.g., Bechini & Chandrasekar, 2015; Dolan & Rutledge,
2009; Park et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2010; Straka et al., 2000). HID algorithms retrieve bulk hydrometeor
classes for given ranges of polarimetric radar observables. These detailed HID retrievals have great potential
for constraining four‐dimensional distributions of bulk hydrometeors and thus microphysical conversion
processes in CRMs, which have been a long‐standing uncertainty in the community since the first appear-
ance of primitive cloud microphysics schemes, particularly for mixed and ice phases (Lin et al., 1983;
Rutledge & Hobbs, 1984).

Putnam et al. (2014) applied a polarimetric radar simulator to regional storm‐scale forecasts to evaluate bulk
double‐moment microphysics schemes by examining polarimetric radar observables (Zh, Zdr, and Kdp) and
HID categories. In a follow‐up study, Putnam et al. (2017) evaluated five different microphysics schemes.
These studies demonstrated that the polarimetric observables and retrievals performed better in evaluating
performance details of cloud microphysics from simple to complex schemes compared to traditional meth-
ods using only radar reflectivity data (e.g., Lang et al., 2007).

Along with HID algorithms, vertical velocity and precipitation retrievals from Doppler, polarimetric‐radar
measurements have been improved via more reasonable assumptions in size, density, and terminal fall velo-
city (Dolan et al., 2013). Observed polarimetric data sets provide a significant opportunity to validate the per-
formance of CRMs and in the long run improve the microphysical, dynamical, and life cycle simulation of
convective systems.

Toward the goal of more comprehensive model evaluation, data assimilation, and polarimetric radar retrie-
val development, a systematic framework for a polarimetric simulator is required, including a fast and accu-
rate forward model as well as a rigorous inverse component for linking polarimetric observables with
retrieved geophysical parameters. This paper introduces a synthetic polarimetric radar simulator and inverse
retrieval framework for evaluating the microphysics and dynamics in CRMs. The POLArimetric Radar
Retrieval and Instrument Simulator (POLARRIS) is composed of a forward model (POLARRIS‐f) based on
rigorous Mueller matrix (Vivekanandan et al., 1991) and an inverse (retrieval and diagnostic) component
(iPOLARRIS) based on the Colorado State University radar retrievals (e.g., Dolan et al., 2013; Dolan &
Rutledge, 2009).

The paper is intended to demonstrate the utility and uncertainties of POLARRIS in evaluating themicrophy-
sical structures of a simulated mesoscale convective system in a holistic statistical sense using bulk and bin
microphysics. The intent here is not to compare the specific performance of the model dynamics or micro-
physics schemes. In section 2, the detailed methods and software components of POLARRIS are described.
In section 3, uncertainties in particle assumptions and their impact on estimating polarimetric observables
are detailed as well as the different assumptions in polarimetric simulators that have already been developed
and are available in the community. In section 4, POLARRIS applications are demonstrated using regional
CRM simulations for a midlatitude continental convective event. A summary of the capabilities and future
applications are given in section 5.

2. Methods
2.1. POLARRIS‐F: Forward Model

The forward component, that is, POLARRIS‐f, is built upon the Goddard Satellite Data Simulator Unit (G‐
SDSU), which features a generalized end‐to‐end multi‐instrument satellite simulator designed for CRMs
(Matsui, 2013; Matsui et al., 2013, 2014). The G‐SDSU includes microwave, radar, visible‐infrared, lidar,
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and broadband satellite simulators with a unified CRM input module. G‐SDSU can be used to evaluate CRM
simulations (Chern et al., 2016; Han et al., 2013; Li et al., 2010; Matsui et al., 2009, 2016; Shi et al., 2010),
conduct data assimilation (Zhang et al., 2017), and support current and future satellite missions (Iguchi &
Matsui, 2018; Kidd et al., 2016; Matsui et al., 2013).

In POLARRIS‐f, both T‐matrix and Mueller‐matrix modules (Vivekanandan et al., 1991) are integrated fol-
lowing the physical principles in the G‐SDSU software modules (Matsui et al., 2014): that is, physical consis-
tency between the CRM and forward models, including microphysics assumptions and atmospheric
conditions. The exceptions are the particle shape and orientation angles, which are typically not predicted
by the model microphysics as discussed in the next section. In the T‐matrix module, the single‐scattering
matrix of axis‐symmetric oblate hydrometeors is computed while the Mueller‐matrix is used to estimate
radar observables from the T‐matrix single‐scattering properties for a given radar elevation angle and the
assumed particle orientation angle distributions. Details on calculating the 4 × 4 Mueller matrix are
described in Vivekanandan et al. (1991); the calculation of the effective dielectric constant is given in
Appendix A.
2.1.1. Integration of the Mueller Scattering Matrix and Radar Observables
Once a single‐particle 4 × 4 Mueller scattering matrix (S, mm2) is generated (see the equations in
Vivekanandan et al. (1991)), it is integrated over the particle size distributions (PSDs) for each species class
in the model to derive a size‐integrated 4 × 4 Mueller scattering matrix (S|i, mm2/m3):

Sji ¼ ∫S N Dð ÞdD (1)

where i represents each particular hydrometeor species, and N(D) represents the particle number density
(m−4) for a given particle diameter D (m). In typical bulk microphysics schemes with four ice categories
such as the Goddard 4ICE scheme (Lang et al., 2014; Tao et al., 2016), the hydrometeor species are cloud,
rain, ice crystals, snow aggregates, graupel, and hail. In the HUCM SBM scheme (Khain et al., 2011),
i represents liquid droplets, three types of ice‐crystal shapes (column, dendrite, and plate), snow aggregates,
graupel, or hail. The PSD in bulk cloud microphysics schemes is typically assumed to be a three‐parameter
gamma distribution:

N Dð Þ ¼ N0D
−μ exp −ΛDð Þ (2)

where N0 is the intercept parameter, μ is the shape parameter, and Λ is the slope parameter. In contrast, the
HUCM SBM scheme explicitly predicts N(D) through discretization over 33 or 43 particle size bins.

The size‐integrated Mueller scattering matrix is further integrated for all species.

Sjtot ¼ ∑iSji (3)

where S|tot (mm2/m3) represents a total CRM‐grid‐volume Mueller scattering matrix wherein particle num-
ber concentrations and species consistent with the microphysics scheme are integrated. Finally, volume
polarimetric radar observables (Zh, Zdr, Kdp, and ρhv) are derived from the integrated scattering matrix, S|tot.

Horizontally polarized reflectivity (Zh, mm6/m3, dBZ = 10*log (Zh)) is expressed as

Zh ¼ 4πλ4

kj j2π5

S11jtot−S12jtot−S21jtot þ S22jtot
2

� �
(4)

where λ is the radar wavelength (mm) and|k|2 is the dielectric factor of water.

Differential reflectivity (Zdr, unitless) is the ratio between the horizontal (H) and the vertical (V) polarized
reflectivities, generally expressed in logarithmic scale:

Zdr ¼ 10 log10
Zh

Zv

� �
(5)

where Zv (mm6/m3) is defined as

Zv ¼ 4πλ4

kj j2π5

S11jtot þ S12jtot þ S21jtot þ S22jtot
2

� �
(6)
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Zdr (dB) is a measure of the size‐weightedmean oblateness of particles in the Rayleigh scattering regime (i.e.,
weather radar) and is also sensitive to particle phase (liquid vs ice).

The copolar correlation coefficient (ρhv, unitless) between the H‐ and V‐polarization waves (Jamesen, 1989)
can be used to assess the diversity in particle shapes and phases in a pulse volume and is given by

ρhv ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S33jtot þ S44jtot
� �2 þ S43jtot−S34jtot

� �2q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZhZv

p
0
@

1
A (7)

In order to calculate the specific differential phase (Kdp, deg/km), the 4 × 4 size‐species‐integrated extinction
matrix (K|tot, m

2/m3) is needed. This is derived from the forward component of the size‐species‐integrated
2 × 2 scattering amplitude matrix (f(0)|tot,m/m3).

K4;3

��
tot ¼ Im Mhh−Mvvð Þ (8)

where

Mhh ¼ λ
1000

f 0ð Þ
hh

���
tot

(9)

Mvv ¼ λ
1000

f 0ð Þ
vv

���
tot

(10)

where λ is radar wavelength (mm) and 1,000 is the unit conversion frommillimeter to meter. Specific differ-
ential phase is then defined as (Sachidananda & Zrnic, 1985):

Kdp ¼ 180
π

K4;3

��
tot·1000 (11)

where the units of Kdp are given in deg/km and 1,000 is the unit conversion from meter to kilometer. Kdp is
sensitive to the axis ratio and total mass content.

Actual integration of T‐matrix and Mueller matrix modules over size distributions and species, and grids are
very time consuming task. Straightforward calculation of radar observables from the regular Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) grid costs several hours with a few thousands of processors. Thus, we have
developed efficient lookup table (LUT) approach. With assumptions of particle axis ratio and orientation
angle distributions, 4 × 4 Mueller scattering matrix and 2 × 2 forward scattering amplitude matrix are calcu-
lated for ranges of size bin, temperature, and radar elevation angle for a specific radar frequency and a spe-
cific microphysics scheme. This LUT generation process can be scaled up to a few thousands processors,
which can generate one LUT within a few minutes. Therefore, the framework allows us test different
assumptions of particle shape and orientation angle distributions (section 3).
2.1.2. Radial Velocity
Radial velocity (Vrad) is computed using the particle terminal velocity at reference pressure level, wind, pres-
sure, and radar scanning geometry. Doppler velocity from a single particle species is calculated from inte-
grating the backscatter‐weighted terminal velocity over the particle sizes:

Vdop

��
i
¼ ∫Vt Dð Þji β Dð ÞjidD

βji
; (12)

where β|i is the size‐integrated backscattering coefficient.

βji ¼ ∫β Dð ÞjidD; (13)

β Dð Þji ¼ S11ji−S12ji−S21ji þ S22ji (14)

The final velocity is obtained by further integrating over the Doppler velocity of all species, adjusting the
pressure from the reference state, and then subtracting vertical wind velocity (w).
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Vdop

��
tot ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
Pr

P

r
∑iVdop

��
i βji

∑iβji
−w (15)

The direction of Vdop|tot is normal to the ground (along the vertical direction of the CRM). The radial velocity
is represented by

V rad ¼ − u cos αuð Þ þ v cos αvð Þ þ Vdop

��
tot cos cos αwð Þð Þ

h i
(16)

where αu, αv, and αw are the angles between the grid‐instrument vector, and u and v are the eastward and
northward wind components, respectively. The negative sign is defined here as a radial velocity toward
the radar.

2.2. iPOLARRIS: Retrieval, Diagnostics, and Visualization

One of the most difficult aspects of comparing models and radar observations is the interpretation of polari-
metric radar signals. To address this, the radar community applies retrieval algorithms that convert radar
observations into single, more relatable quantities, such as HID. To utilize this in comparison with CRMs,
an inverse framework, termed iPOLARRIS, has been developed to apply the same retrieval algorithms
and analysis tools to different types of gridded data sets. iPOLARRIS is a set of retrieval algorithms that
can be executed on either simulated model data through POLARRIS‐f output or on polarimetric and dual‐
Doppler radar observations in a visually and algorithmically consistent manner. This streamlined frame-
work allows for the mutual benefit of validating radar retrieval algorithms and/or model microphysics
and dynamics. For example, the assumptions made in the HID can be tested for consistency with model
fields (i.e., the mixing ratios of various species), while the simulated polarimetric HID can be analyzed
against observations to diagnose/evaluate different model microphysical schemes. The iPOLARRIS frame-
work allows for streamlined statistical analysis of model data and observations, such as contoured frequency
with altitude diagrams (CFADs, Yuter &Houze, 1995), echo top heights, and vertical velocity characteristics.
iPOLARRIS is Python‐based and incorporates a library of radar processing algorithms available through the
Colorado State University Radar Meteorology group (such as HID, polarimetric rainfall estimation, liquid
and ice water path calculations, and up/downdraft statistics; https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1035908).
Example retrievals are described in the following sections.

2.2.1. Hydrometeor Identification
HID has become a valuable tool for analyzing bulk microphysics from polarimetric radar. HID has been
applied to several precipitation radar wavelengths from S‐band to X‐band (Bechini & Chandrasekar, 2015;
Dolan & Rutledge, 2009; Dolan et al., 2013; Keenan, 2003; Park et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2010; Straka
et al., 2000; Vivekanandan et al., 1999). Many of these algorithms apply fuzzy logic techniques requiring
membership functions (MBFs) to calculate a score for different meteorological categories based on the input
observations. Although some algorithms have attempted to achieve classification methods based on the data
itself (Wen et al., 2015), typically the MBFs are based on objectively and subjectively determined ranges of
polarimetric variables. However, it is notoriously difficult to validate any hydrometeor classification due
to the lack of robust in situ observations. By running HID on model‐derived data, the HID algorithm itself
can be evaluated in a self‐consistent manner, as long as cloud simulations and forward operators are robust
enough for microphysical consistency.

The fuzzy logic HID described in Dolan and Rutledge (2009) and Dolan et al. (2013) has been implemented
in iPOLARRIS and is used herein to demonstrate the sort of analysis POLARRIS can facilitate. The algo-
rithm requires temperature, polarimetric data, and radar wavelength and then determines the bulk hydro-
meteor type at a given point using theoretically based MBFs. For model data, the environmental air
temperature at every grid point is used, while for observations, the closest atmospheric sounding in space
and time is used and interpolated to the radar analysis grid. Ten categories are allowed in the HID: drizzle
(DZ), rain (RN), ice crystals (IC), dry snow (DS), wet snow (WS), vertical ice (VI), low‐density graupel (LDG),
high‐density graupel (HDG), hail (HA), and big drops (BD). Vertical ice is a special case where anisotropic
ice crystals are aligned in the vertical due to the presence of an electric field, which is not readily simulated
in the current CRM configuration. Thus, the CR and VI categories are grouped together in the CR field.
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2.2.2. Vertical Velocity
Comparison of kinematic fields from observations and models is challenging. Radar retrievals of the hori-
zontal wind generally rely on vector decomposition of two independent radial velocity measurements (i.e.,
so‐called dual‐ or multi‐Doppler analysis); the vertical velocity then is derived through integration of the
anelastic mass‐continuity equation (e.g., Mohr & Miller, 1983; Potvin et al., 2009). More accurate winds
can be recovered if particle fall velocity is accounted for in the vertical wind component. Presently,
reflectivity‐fall velocity relationships for snow, ice, and rain with Giangrande et al. (2013) reflectivity‐fall
speed (Zh‐Vt) relationships are used to remove the component of the observed radial velocity due to hydro-
meteor fall speed. The Zh‐Vt relationship is selected based on HID classifications, where LDG and HDG and
hail are grouped into ice and ice crystals, aggregates, and vertical ice are considered snow. A fall speed is not
retrieved for HID classifications of wet snow (e.g., melting layer). Such radar retrievals can then be compared
to u, v, and w winds from model fields. An added functionality in iPOLARRIS is to again test the retrieval
algorithms by applying the radar dual‐Doppler algorithm from two POLARRIS‐f simulated radial velocity
fields and comparing with the model u, v, and w fields as well as the observation‐derived 3D wind field.
This capability will be shown in a future study.

2.3. WRF Simulations

To demonstrate the utility of POLARRIS, the Advanced Research Weather Research and Forecasting model
(WRF‐ARW; http://www.wrf‐model.org/index.php) is used to simulate a continental mesoscale convective
system over the Southern Great Plains during the Midlatitude Continental Convective Clouds Experiment
(MC3E) field campaign (Jensen et al., 2016). WRF was configured with a triple‐nested domain (with 9, 3,
and 1 km horizontal‐grid spacing) and driven by National Centers for Environmental Prediction Final
Operational Global Analysis (FNL). Simulations using different reanalysis data were also conducted, with
results showing differences in location and timing of convection, but microphysical statistics varied little
when sampled separately for convection and stratiform regimes (not shown). The location and the number
of grid points of the finest domain are similar to those in previous works (Iguchi, Nakajima, Khain, et al.,
2012; Tao et al., 2013). The WRF simulations were initialized at 1200 Z on 23 May 2011 and integrated for
24 hr. Output was generated at 10‐min intervals.

This study utilizes two microphysical packages: the Goddard single‐moment 4ICEmicrophysics (Lang et al.,
2014; Tao et al., 2016) and HUCM SBM (Khain et al., 2000, 2011; Phillips et al., 2007; Iguchi, Matsui, Shi,
et al., 2012; Iguchi, Matsui, Tokay, et al., 2012). The Goddard 4ICE and HUCM are well suited for simulating
intense midlatitude convective systems owing to the explicit hail category (Iguchi, Matsui, Tokay, et al.,
2012, Tao et al., 2016), but the two schemes are very different in degree of complexity and therefore provide
a good demonstration of POLARRIS capabilities. The intent herein is not to compare and improve these
specific schemes.

The single‐moment 4ICE essentially predicts themassmixing ratio of bulkmicrophysics species (cloud, rain,
ice, snow aggregates, graupel, and hail) and is a significant improvement over the previous 3ICE scheme
(Lang et al., 2014). Improvements include a number of new ice process functionalities as well as PSD map-
ping schemes adjusted with respect to ground‐based radar measurements. A mass‐dimension relationship
(i.e., effective density) for snow aggregates is based on in situ 2D video disdrometer (2DVD) data from along
the Front Range of eastern Colorado (Brandes et al., 2007). All of the PSD and density information are con-
sistent with POLARRIS‐f.

HUCM SBM is based on a scheme from the HUCM (Khain et al., 2000, 2005, 2011) and has been tested for a
cold‐season snowstorm case (Iguchi, Nakajima, Khain, et al., 2012), an MC3E midlatitude case (Iguchi,
Matsui, Shi, et al., 2012), and high‐latitude mixed‐phase precipitation events (Iguchi et al., 2014). The PSD of
each hydrometeor category is explicitly calculated over 43 mass bins spanning particle mass sizes from
3.35 × 10−11 to 1.47 × 102 g (ranging from nucleation particles up to centimeter‐scale hail stones).
Additionally, bin‐by‐bin melt fractions are also calculated for the snow aggregate, graupel, and hail categories
(Iguchi et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2007). Snowaggregates account for explicit calculation of bin‐by‐bin riming of
supercooledwater allowing for smooth transitions of bulk effective density fromfluffy snowaggregates to dense
graupel/hail particles, omitting any spontaneous snow‐to‐graupel/hail autoconversion processes between these
categories. Both HUCM SBM and 4ICE use a power law mass‐dimension relationship. The 4ICE snow aggre-
gates have a higher density than the HUCM SBM as the 2DVD included some degree of riming at ground
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level (Brandes et al., 2007). HUCM snow aggregate density is for pure dry aggregates and much lower without
riming (not shown), but explicit riming can still increase the density toward graupel (Iguchi, Matsui, Shi, et al.,
2012). All of these physical parameters are consistently represented in POLARRIS‐f.

However, the SBM used in this study does not yet include time‐dependent rain freezing or wet growth of
hail/graupel (Phillips et al., 2014, 2015), which limits the understanding of polarimetric signals of partially
melted hail/graupel in the mixed‐phase zone. As bright band evaluation (e.g., Iguchi et al., 2014) is not in the
scope of this study, mixed‐phase particles (air‐ice‐liquid mixture) are not considered in POLARRIS‐f. The
main focus of this study is on the uncertainties related to the ice species particularly related to the axis ratio
and orientation angle assumptions.

3. Assumptions and Uncertainties in POLARRIS

While size distributions, effective density, and phase are assumed or predicted by either bulk or bin micro-
physics schemes, particle axis ratio and/or orientation angle distributions are not considered in most micro-
physics schemes. Thus, a critical component of POLARRIS‐f is determining appropriate values of these
parameters in order to precisely reproduce polarimetric radar variables (e.g., Zdr and Kdp). Axis ratios (aspect
ratio, A) of raindrops have been extensively investigated, yielding various empirical relationships represent-
ing the oblateness of raindrops as a function of diameter (e.g., summarized in Beard & Chuang, 1987).
Matrosov et al. (1996) investigated axis ratios for different ice crystal habits in a limited case. However, very
few studies have reported on axis ratio distributions for precipitating solid particles such as snow aggregates,
graupel, and hail, which are difficult to measure and may depend upon the environment and storm type.
Thus, the impact of these uncertainties on POLARRIS‐f results is investigated in this study.

Figure 1 shows the scattering geometry of an oblate particle with a specific particle symmetry axis (N
!
) in the

Cartesian coordinate (X, Y, and Z axes; e.g., Holt, 1984; Vivekanandan et al., 1991). Particle orientation angle
is represented by two parameters (θ and ϕ). In general, ϕ is assumed to be randomly oriented so there is no
preferred orientation angle in the X‐Y plane; however, most previous studies did measure some preferred
orientation angles with respect to the vertical axis (θ). Therefore, hereafter, particle orientation angle refers
to θ (the angle between the particle symmetry axis and the vertical axis) in this manuscript.

Figure 1. Scattering geometry of an oblate particle with a specific orientation direction (N
!
) within a Cartesian coordinate

(X, Y, and Z). N′
�!

XY is the projection of N′
�!

on the X‐Y plane. N′
�!

and Z′ are the projections of N
!

and the Z axis on the
polarization plane. V and H are the linear polarization base vectors. Adapted from Vivekanandan et al. (1991).
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Most previous studies (e.g., Jung et al., 2010; Kollias & Tatarevic, 2017; Putnam et al., 2017; Ryzhkov et al.,

2011) assumed a Gaussian angle distribution, where the mean orientation angle (θ) and standard deviation
(degree of particle tumbling σ) are used to describe particle orientation behavior via

Δ θð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σ
exp −

θ−θffiffiffi
2

p
σ

� �2
" #

(17)

A limited study of the orientation behavior of planar crystals also confirmed the Gaussian distribution in
orientation angle (Sassen, 1980). Fall behaviors of other ice particles are less known, particularly snow aggre-
gates, graupel, and hail (section 10.5.3, Pruppacher & Klett, 1997; Straka et al., 2000).

Table 1 shows three sets of assumptions tested herein derived from recent studies as well as this study.
Ryzhkov et al. (2011, RY11) and Kollias and Tatarevic (2017, CR‐SIM) use nearly identical assumptions so
RY11 is used to represent both. Similarities and differences between RY11, Putnam et al. (2017, referred
to as PU17) assume more oblate particles with smaller standard deviation (σ) than RY11, and this study
(denoted as MA18) proposes a few nontraditional assumptions for comparison purpose. Note that this paper
does not intend to conclude whether a specific assumption is more accurate or not due to limitation from
available observations. All cloud species are assumed to be spherical. For bulk microphysics, randomly
oriented ice columns are assumed for simplicity; therefore, ice crystal particle does not contribute to Zdr
and Kdp values. SBM includes plates and dendrites, which can contribute to Zdr and Kdp values (Table 1).
The distributions of rain axis ratio and orientation angle are unified following Brandes et al. (2011). Thus,
differences in Zdr and Kdp between RY11, PU17, and MA18 are due to the different assumptions in snow
aggregate, graupel, and hail in this study (Table 1).

In this study, snow aggregate axis ratio model is derived from theMC3E field campaign using particle probes
outfitted on the UND Citation II aircraft. We have collected nine 3‐min samples of snow aggregate images
from the HVP‐3 probe (A. Bansemer, personal communication, 2017) and estimated axis ratio following
Korolev and Isaac (2003). Axis ratio is furthered binned as a function of particle diameter to estimate the

Table 1
Differing Assumptions Used for Particle Axis Ratio and Orientation Angle Distributions From Ryzhkov et al. (2011, RY11), Putnam et al. (2017, PU17), and This
Study (MA18)

RY11 PU17 MA18

Liquid (cloud and rain) Axis = 0.9951 + 0.0251*D‐0.03644*D2 + 0.005303*D3
–0.0002492*D4 (Brandes et al., 2011)

Type: quasi‐Gaussian (Θmean = 0°, σ = 1°)

Ice (column) Axis = 2.0
Type: random

Ice (plate) Axis = 0.35

Type: quasi‐Gaussian (Θmean = 0°, σ = 10°)

Ice (dendrite) Axis = 0.125
Type: quasi‐Gaussian (Θmean = 0°, σ = 10°)

Snow aggregate Axis = 0.8 Axis = 0.75 Axis = 0.7–0.05D + 0.003D2

Type: quasi‐Gaussian Type: quasi‐Gaussian Type: quasi‐Gaussian

(Θmean = 0°, σ = 40°) (Θmean = 0°, σ = 20°) (Θmean = 0°, σ = 20°)

Graupel Axis = max(0.8, 1.‐0.2*D) Axis = 0.75 Axis = 0.814
Type: quasi‐Gaussian Type: quasi‐Gaussian Type: quasi‐Gaussian
(Θmean = 0°, σ = 40°) (Θmean = 0°, σ = 10°) (Θmean = 20°, σ = 42°)

Hail Axis max(0.8, 1.‐0.2*D) Axis = 0.75 Axis = max(0.725, 0.897–0.0008D − 0.0002D2)

Type: quasi‐Gaussian Type: quasi‐Gaussian Type: quasi‐Gaussian

(Θmean = 0°, σ = 40°) (Θmean = 0°, σ = 10°) (Θmean = 90°, σ = 40°)

Note. For all three sets of assumptions, identical values for rain and ice crystals are used for simplification. In the 4ICE microphysics, randomly oriented needle‐
shaped ice crystals are assumed so that the ice crystal class has essentially no impact on Zdr and Kdp. Axis is the axis ratio;D is the diameter (in mm),Θmean is the
mean orientation angle (in degrees); σ is the standard deviation of the orientation angle distributions (in degrees); and max() andmin() are the Fortran operators
indicating the selection of the maximum and minimum of the pair, respectively.
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following empirical relationship for diameter (D) less than 10 mm, while it is constant value of 0.5 for dia-
meter greater than 10 mm.

Axis ¼ 0:7−0:05Dþ 0:003D2 D<10 mmð Þ (18)

Hendry et al. (1987) examined radar observations using circular polarization and estimated standard devia-
tion of snow orientation angle from 15° to 30° within moderate‐to‐heavy snow. This study assumes mean

orientation angle and standard deviation identical to PU17 (θ = 0°, σ = 20°).

Graupel axis ratio and orientation angle distributions are rarely reported (Straka et al., 2000). We have used
the statistical distributions of aspect ratio and orientation distributions of graupel from a Multi‐Angle
Snowflake Camera at Utah Mountain (Garrett et al., 2015). Despite the sampling points being limited to a
single location and time of year, this is one of the only sources of observations using modern instruments.
Multi‐Angle Snowflake Camera utilizes three cameras to characterize three‐dimensional shapes of falling
snow aggregate and graupel. Based on interpretation of the normalized histogram derived in Garrett
et al. (2015) via equation (17), we treat a peak of absolute orientation angle distribution as the mean axis

ratio (θ = 20°) and calculated the standard deviation of 42° and mean axis ratio (Axis = 0.814) for graupel.
This nontraditional assumption is quite different from RY11 and PU17, especially the nonzero mean orien-
tation angle. However, large standard deviation tends to smear out polarization signals (see the section 4.2).

The assumed hail axis ratio in this study is estimated from the observations recorded in Knight (1986).
Samples from three locations (Oklahoma, N.E. Colorado and Alberta) of hail axis ratios are averaged for
each sampled size bin and weighted by sampling number to derive the following second‐order
polynomial fit:

A ¼ max 0:725; 0:897−0:0008D−0:0002D2
� �

(19)

The orientation angle and fall behavior of hail is also uncertain. Straka et al. (2000) summarized observa-
tional and modeling studies showing typical Zdr values of hail in the range −2 to 0.5 dB for sizes from 20
to 40 mm at S‐band frequency. Aydin et al. (1986) showed the ZH‐Zdr scatterplots from S‐band polarimetric
radar, indicating the negative ZDR for very large ZH (~ 60 dBZ). Theoretical calculation from Depue et al.
(2007) and Ryzhkov et al. (2013) suggests that the negative ZDR is due to the strong resonance scattering
due to melting oblate hail with its maximal dimension in the horizontal. For contrasting reasons, this study

assumes the mean orientation angle θ= 90° is adopted to one of the assumption examined in Vivekanandan
et al. (1991), while we assume large standard deviation (40°) similar to the RY11. This assumption has a

slightly different impact on radar observables than assuming prolate hail with θ= 0° in that it does not pro-
duce as much of a resonance scattering effect. Such an effect will be pronounced in the simulated Zdr statis-
tics. All the different assumptions (Table 1) are tested in the next section.

4. Results and Discussion

Radar data for this study are derived from the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) C‐band scanning precipi-
tation radar (CSAPR). The data were quality controlled, bias corrected and attenuation corrected using the
specific differential phase with a big drop correction (Carey et al., 2000), and Kdp was calculated using the
Wang and Chandrasekar (2008) methodology. Some regions of extreme differential attenuation (−6 dB)
from large voluminous rain core were noted during this case, which were too significant for the applied cor-
rection methodology. Thus, Zdr values below −1 dB have been removed from the analysis hereafter. Note
that these strong negative Zdr signals are not associated with oblate melting hail (Ryzhkov et al., 2013), since
they are not associated with strong reflectivity (i.e., convective cores). Three‐dimensional winds were
derived from the DOE Southern Great Plains radar network including CSAPR, two X‐band scanning radars,
and the nearby NEXRAD KVNX WSR‐88D radar by applying the multi‐Doppler CEDRIC mass‐continuity
methodology (Mohr & Miller, 1983).

The forward model (POLARRIS‐f) assumes observation‐consistent C‐band radar frequency and radar cover-
age (118‐km maximum radar range) to calculate polarimetric radar observables and radial velocity. The
radar instrument geolocation is also consistent to the CSAPR (36.796°N and 97.451°W) in the WRF‐SBM
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simulations; however, due to a southward shift of convection in the simulations, the radar instrument is
adjusted 0.5° southward in the WRF‐4ICE simulation. Figure 2 shows the evolution of radar reflectivity at
2‐km above ground level at three times from the CSAPR and WRF‐SBM and WRF‐4ICE simulations.
Convective echoes are present within the CSAPR domain from 22 Z 23 May to 00 Z 24 May. The WRF‐
SBM run has strong convection within the radar sampling area; the WRF‐4ICE run has less convective
coverage at 22 Z than the SBM, but its reflectivity structure is more realistic at 00 Z 24 May. Although the
exact spatial structures are not captured by the WRF simulations, both reproduce the range of
reflectivities in both the convective (up to 64 dBZ) and stratiform precipitation.

4.1. Cross Sections of Polarimetric Radar Observables and Retrievals

Figure 3 shows horizontal cross section images at a height of 2 km above mean sea level (MSL) of the CSAPR
radar observations (Z, Zdr, Kdp, ρhv, and Vrad) and retrievals (wind vectors and HID) at 2148 Z on 23 May.
Convective cells within the radar domain reach 60 dBZ with high Zdr (>3.0 dB) and Kdp (2.5 deg/km), all
of which suggest the presence of large oblate raindrops and appreciable water contents. These are mostly
categorized as rain (RN) or big drops (BD) in the HID; the thick red contours in Figure 3a mark the convec-
tive cores using the separation method in Powell et al. (2016). The stratiform regions are generally categor-
ized as drizzle (DZ) with relatively low reflectivity (< 35 dBZ) and smaller Zdr (< 1.0 dB) and Kdp (< 0.5 deg/
km) values. Radial velocity (Vr) and wind vectors indicate strong convergence in the most intensive convec-
tive cores in the southwest portion of the radar domain (Figure 3f).

Figure 4 shows horizontal cross‐section images of C‐band radar parameters from the WRF simulation with
HUCM SBM at 00 Z on 24 May. Note that the 00 Z field is used to best match the morphology of the observa-
tions presented in Figure 2. The radar observables are simulated from POLARRIS‐f using the MA18 axis

Figure 2. Time series of 2‐km horizontal cross section of horizontal reflectivity (dBZ) from the CSAPR observations (left) and the WRF‐SBM (middle) and WRF‐
4ICE (right) simulations. Note that the CASPR observations are plotted using physical distance (in kilometer from radar instrument), while the simulations use a
latitude‐longitude projection. CSAPR = C‐band scanning precipitation radar; WRF‐SBM = Weather Research and Forecasting‐spectral bin microphysics.
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ratio and orientation angle distribution assumptions. Identical convective‐stratiform separation (Powell
et al., 2016) and HID retrievals (Dolan et al., 2013) are derived using iPOLARRIS. The strong convective
core and associated horizontal wind convergence is captured in the middle of the radar domain, where
the radar reflectivity reaches greater than 60 dBZ with very high Zdr (> 2 dB) and Kdp (> 2.5 deg/km).
Similar to the observations, these simulation results suggest the presence of large raindrops and
appreciable water contents.

Figure 5 shows horizontal cross‐section images from the WRF simulation using the 4ICE bulk microphysics
at 00 Z on 24 May, again for C‐band and with MA18 assumptions. The radar reflectivity in the convective
core reaches ~55 dBZ, and Zdr and Kdp range up to 3.0 dB and 2.5 degree/km, respectively. Similar to the
WRF‐SBM simulation, the WRF‐4ICE simulation produces reasonable ranges of polarimetric radar signals
in the convective cores (discussed more quantitatively later). Both WRF‐SBM and WRF‐4ICE capture the
depressed ρhv values within the convective core apparent in the CSAPR data. However, WRF‐4ICE has a
much wider region of ρhv below 0.97 (Figure 5e), while WRF‐SBM has a very limited area with ρhv below
0.96 (Figure 4e).

Figure 6 shows observed vertical cross sections of radar observations along east‐west transect 10 km north of
CSAPR at 2148 Z on 23 May. CSAPR shows that a strong convective core is present ~40 km east of the radar
domain with echoes greater than 50 dBZ reaching to 13 km MSL (Figure 6b). Kdp values within the raining
region of the convective core are around 2.5 deg/km (Figure 6d), while Zdr reaches 3.0 dB (Figure 6c). The
HID indicates the presence of hail (HA) and big drops (BD) surrounded by LDG and HDG (Figure 6a).

Figure 3. Horizontal cross sections of CSAPR (a) HID retrieval (shaded), (b) reflectivity, (c) differential reflectivity,
(d) specific differential phase, (e) copolar correlation coefficient, (f) radial velocity and wind vectors at 2 kmMSL at 21:48Z
on 23 May 2011 over the Southern Great Plains. Thick red contours in the HID (Figure 3a) separate convective and
stratiform precipitation regimes. CSAPR = C‐band scanning precipitation radar; HID = hydrometeor identification.
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The width of this convective core exceeds 10 km and the vertical velocity peaks at 20 m/s (Figure 6f). On the
other hand, the stratiform region is dominated by snow aggregates (AG, Figure 6a). The presence of the
melting layer is denoted by the wet snow (WS) category. Stratiform reflectivity signatures remain below
35 dBZ, and Zdr ranges from 0 to 1 dB with near‐zero Kdp, suggesting the presence of low density, nearly
spherical snow aggregates. Reflectivities near the surface are weak to moderate up to 30 dBZ, and there is
no significant positive Zdr and Kdp, suggesting the presence of small raindrops/drizzle.

Similar vertical cross sections of WRF‐SBM (4ICE)‐simulated radar observables and HID are shown in
Figure 7 (Figure 8). Corresponding distributions of SBM‐simulated hydrometeor mass concentrations
(g/m3) are also shown for comparison to the HID algorithm. These mass concentrations include ice (qi:
sum of dendrites, needles, and plates), cloud (qc: liquid class <100‐μm radius), rain (qr: liquid class >100‐
um radius), snow (qs: aggregates with explicit riming fraction), graupel (qg: graupel), and hail (qh: hail).
Around 97.5°E, a very strong convective core reaches up to 15 km MSL with radar echoes up to 60 dBZ
(Figure 7b) and an associated updraft with peak speeds of 25 m/s (Figure 7f). The HID profiles show the
dominance of hail (HA) and graupel (LDG) in and around the core (Figure 7a). Vertical profiles of the
HID classes are well matched with the corresponding SBM mass concentrations in convective cores as well
as stratiform regimes. For example, in the stratiform region, HID indicates the presence of ice crystals, aggre-
gates, low‐density graupel, and drizzle from the cloud top toward the surface similar to the SBM mass
concentration transitions.

While variability of the reflectivity and the vertical velocity are similar in magnitude to the observations
(Figure 6), the simulated Zdr and ρhv appear to be much more homogeneous in the ice regions compared

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 except for POLARRIS‐f C‐band simulations using theWRF‐SBM output from 00Z 24May 2011
and MA18 assumptions. Wind vectors are derived directly from WRF. WRF‐SBM = Weather Research and Forecasting‐
spectral bin microphysics; POLARRIS = POLArimetric Radar Retrieval and Instrument Simulator.
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to observations (Figures 7c and 7e). Notably, the observed ρhv ranges from 0.95 to 0.98 (Figure 6e), while the
simulated ranges from 0.99 to 1 (background is 1.) (Figure 7e). Depression of the background ρhv in the
observations could be related to systematic factors, which are not modeled by the T‐matrix/Mueller
matrix, for example, receiver noise in each channel, antenna mismatch, cross coupling, nonuniform beam
filling, and beam broadening (Ryzhkov, 2007; Zrnić et al., 2006). The lack of HDG in favor of LDG in the
SBM HID compared to observations is noted.

In comparison with the SBM, 4ICE (Figure 8) produces narrower convective cores characterized with hail
(HA) and LDG, which is actually more closely aligned to the observations (Figure 6). In the surrounding
stratiform area, ice crystals (CR) generally dominate the HID profile above the 0 °C isotherm (Figure 8a).
Snow aggregates (AG) are sporadically present closer to the 0 °C isotherm level (HID), although snow mass
concentrations (Figure 8j) from direct model output indicate a large amount of snow aggregates present in
the simulation. These issues are further investigated in section 4.2.

4.2. Sensitivity of the Polarimetric Radar Observables to Particle Assumptions

In this section, the polarimetric observables and retrievals are compared statistically in the form of CFADs
using the three different assumptions on particle orientation angle distributions and axis ratio in Table 1.
The radar observables are computed at C‐band radar frequency (6.25 GHz) to be consistent with the
CSAPR observations. The analysis is performed during the most intense time period from 2300 Z on 23
May to 0130 Z on 24 May using 10‐min intervals for model output. The CFAD color scale is set to highlight
the most frequent occurrences (colored), while gray scales represent considerably lower frequencies
(below 0.5%).

Figure 5. Same as Figure 2 except for POLARRIS‐f simulations using the WRF‐4ICE output from 00Z 24 May 2011. Axis
ratio and orientation angle assumptions follow MA18. POLARRIS = POLArimetric Radar Retrieval and Instrument
Simulator; WRF = Weather Research and Forecasting.
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Figure 9 shows CFADs of Zdr and Kdp from the convective and stratiform region of the CSAPR observations
compared to the WRF‐SBM run using the three sets of assumptions for particle shapes and orientation
angles (Table 1). The observed convective Zdr distribution shows a wide range of frequencies (defined as
>0.05% in the color shades) ranging from −1 to 0.5 dB around 14 km MSL, where high frequencies of nega-
tive values could indicate the presence of vertically aligned anisotropic ice crystals in a strong electric field or
attenuation correction issue associated with very strong rain core. Zdr in the 5–10 kmMSL height range exhi-
bits a narrower distribution from −0.5 to 0.9 dB, whereas at heights below the 0 °C isotherm, the distribu-
tions have much larger values with higher variability (from 0.5 to 5.5 dB), the largest values associated
with large oblate raindrops. The observed stratiform Zdr shows similar distributions to the convective one,
except Zdr below 2 km MSL is narrowly distributed (up to 2 dB).

The WRF‐SBM simulated convective and stratiform Zdr values are more narrowly distributed especially for
theMA18 and RY11 assumptions than those of the observations. PU17 has slightly wider distributions (from
0.0 to 1.0 dB, mode centered at 0.8 dB) than the MA18 and RY11 above the 0 °C isotherm level, but they have
a positive bias. In rain, all three assumptions use the identical parameterization from Brandes et al. (2011),
leading to values from 1.5 to 2.5 dB in the convective region and 0 to 1.5 dB in the stratiform; whereas the
observations extend to 5 dB. Despite a very low frequency (< 0.05%), wide ranges of negative Zdr are present
in the PU17 and RY11 assumptions due to the resonance effect of Mie scattering from large horizontally
oriented oblate hail particles, while the vertically oriented oblate hail assumption in MA18 does not have
a resonance effect. Thus, hail assumptions in PU17 and RY11 could be more realistic.

Figure 6. Vertical cross sections of the CSAPR radar observations (Z, Zdr, Kdp, and ρhv) and retrievals (w, wind vectors
and HIDs) corresponding to those shown in Figure 2 but along an east‐west line located 10 km north of the radar loca-
tion. CSAPR = C‐band scanning precipitation radar; HIDs = hydrometeor identifications.
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The observed convective Kdp has a narrow distribution in the solid‐precipitation zones, centered at 0 deg/km
with a slight negative excursion between 10 and 12 km MSL. In the rain zone, distributions of Kdp are wide
with the most frequent values between−0.6 and 2.0 deg/km. The observed stratiform Kdp has even narrower
distributions. All assumptions exhibit too wide distributions of Kdp especially between 8 and 15 kmMSL due
to presence of horizontally oriented plate ice crystals. With PU17, more oblate particle shapes and smaller
standard deviations of orientation angle for small frozen hydrometeors result in broader CFADs,

Figure 7. East‐west vertical cross sections along the 36.876 N latitude of (a) the WRF‐SBM‐simulated CSAPR radar
observables (Z, Zdr, Kdp, and ρhv) and retrievals (w, HIDs) corresponding to those shown in Figure 3. Wind vectors are
derived directly fromWRF. (b) Corresponding model‐simulated hydrometeor mass concentrations (g/m3) along the same
latitude. Axis ratio and orientation angle assumptions follow MA18. WRF‐SBM = Weather Research and Forecasting‐
spectral bin microphysics; CSAPR = C‐band scanning precipitation radar; HIDs = hydrometeor identifications.
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especially in Kdp. Despite the different assumptions of axis ratio and orientation angle distributions in snow,
graupel, and hail, Zdr and Kdp distributions appear to be similar between MA18 and RY11.

Figure 10 shows CFADs from the WRF‐4ICE simulations using the three particle assumptions. The WRF‐
4ICE Zdr CFADs are more variable among the three assumptions than with the SBM and have differing
structures compared to WRF‐SBM. The MA18 Zdr values between 8 and 16 km MSL are bimodally distrib-
uted. The near‐zero Zdr values are due to the 90‐degree oriented oblate hail assumptions, while the positive
Zdr peak is due to the near‐horizontally oriented oblate snow aggregates; this second mode does not appear
in the WRF‐SBM Zdr values. The PU17 Zdr values are mostly centered around 1.0 to 1.2 due to horizontally
oriented oblate snow, graupel, and hail, while the RY11 has the narrowest and the smallest Zdr values in the
ice region, again due to having large tumbling assumptions. The MA18 and PU17 assumptions result in

Figure 8. Same as Figure 6 but for the WRF‐4ICE simulation at a latitude of 36.05 N and corresponding to Figure 4. Axis
ratio and orientation angle assumptions follow MA18. WRF = Weather Research and Forecasting.
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unrealistically large Kdp values for both convective and stratiform regions above the 0 °C isotherm level;
RY11 produces the most realistic, narrow distributions of Kdp for WRF‐4ICE case.

Figures 9 and 10 provide an overall depiction of the polarimetric radar observables from the observations
and the simulations for both SBM and the 4ICE microphysics using different assumptions for axis ratio
and orientation angles for both the convective and stratiform precipitation regimes. No single set of assump-
tions accurately reproduced the observed Zdr and Kdp distributions in either the convective or stratiform
regions. Interestingly, these assumptions affect the Zdr and Kdp distributions differently for the bin and bulk
schemes. For example, MA18 produces broader Zdr and Kdp distributions than the RY11 in the 4ICE scheme
but the reverse in the SBM, pointing to possible critical differences between the explicit and bulk approaches
in terms of their PSDs.

To this end, detailed PSDs of solid particles are compared between the simulations and available aircraft
observations from the Citation II for this case. Figure 11 shows the PSD (solid black) measured from the
Citation HVPS‐3 on 23May at a height of around 8 km. In comparing the aircraft flight track, particle images
from the high‐resolution cloud particle imager, and CSAPR‐derived HID (not shown), it was found that the
sampled particles mostly represent snow aggregates in the stratiform region. Blue solid and dotted lines
represent PSD assumptions for the aggregate category in Dolan and Rutledge (2009) and Dolan et al.
(2013, the same algorithm used in this study for HID). Corresponding PSDs are derived from the WRF‐
SBM and WRF‐4ICE simulations similar to the aircraft estimation method (Iguchi, Matsui, Shi, et al.,

Figure 9. CFADs of differential reflectivity and differential phase speed for convective and stratiform regions from the CSAPR observations and the POLARRIS
simulations based on three different assumptions using the WRF‐SBM simulation.
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2012). It essentially resamples the model bulk or bin microphysics PSD
into the aircraft‐measurable bulk PSD bins and integrates over the
particle maximum diameter and the domain to estimate the mean PSD.
In this study, simulated ice crystals and aggregate species between 7 and
9 km of altitude are sampled to construct the aircraft‐measurable bulk
PSD, consistent to the actual measurement patterns of the
Citation aircraft.

In MC3E, similar to the Citation aircraft observations during the MC3E
(not shown here), PSDs in Figure 11 are dominated by snow aggregates.
The sampling period is identical to that for the CFADs, from 2300 Z on
23 May to 0130 Z on 24 May using model output every 10 min. The
4ICE (green solid) has a much steeper curve, close to the assumption of
DR09 assuming an equivalent snowfall rate of 0.5 mm/hr. SBM (red solid)
has a similar PSD to the 4ICE and DR09 (0.5 mm/hr) until the 4‐mm dia-
meter bin but is bimodally distributed with the secondary mode around
8 mm in diameter. Therefore, part of the explanation for the smaller Zh
and larger Kdp distributions compared to observations is related to this

Figure 10. Same as Figure 8 but derived from the WRF‐4ICE simulation. WRF‐SBM = Weather Research and Forecasting‐spectral bin microphysics;
CFADs = contoured frequency with altitude diagrams; CSAPR = C‐band scanning precipitation radar; POLARRIS = POLArimetric Radar Retrieval and
Instrument Simulator.

Figure 11. PSDs estimated from the Citation HVPS‐3, DR09 polarimetric
radar retrieval assumptions for 0.5 and 0 mm/hr, WRF‐SBM (SBM), and
WRF‐4ICE (4ice). PSDs = particle size distributions; WRF‐SBM = Weather
Research and Forecasting‐spectral bin microphysics.
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narrow snow aggregate PSD in 4ICE. Resultantly, the low Zh and relatively high Kdp lead the HID algorithm
to classify model snow aggregates as ice crystals (Figure 8a).

4.3. Statistics of HID Retrievals

In this section, a probability‐based analysis of the polarimetric radar retrievals of HID is discussed. As noted
earlier, all polarimetric parameters (Z, Zdr, Kdp, and ρhv) from observations and POLARRIS‐f calculations
from WRF SBM/4ICE simulations output the same exact radar retrievals within iPOLARRIS. Thus, radar
retrievals are derived in a consistent manner between the observations and simulations. Putnam et al.
(2017) conducted a very similar approach and compared the HID between observations and simulations
with a number of different bulk microphysical schemes in 0.5°‐tilt images. To carry out a more comprehen-
sive analysis, we have constructed stacked frequency by altitude diagrams (SFADs) of the HID integrated over
intense precipitation periods. The SFADs represent the relative frequency of each identified hydrometeor
type at each height.

Figure 12 shows HID SFADs from CSAPR observations. The HID observations from CSAPR show that heav-
ily rimed particles (HA, LDG, and HDG) occupy ~20–50% of the convective region, whereas AG and CR
dominate in the stratiform region above the 0 °C isotherm level. These vertical fractions of ice hydrometeor
are critical for evaluating the CRM simulation ever since the development of bulk microphysics (Rutledge &
Hobbs, 1984).

Figure 13 compares the observed and simulated HID profiles using the three different assumptions for the
snow aggregate (AG), graupel (HDG and LDG), and hail (HA) categories. All assumptions applied to both
SBM and 4ICE largely underestimate (underestimate) the AG fraction by as much as 40% in the convective
(stratiform) region. Graupel is also largely overestimated by WRF‐SBM and WRF‐4ICE in both the convec-
tive and stratiform regions with overestimations varying appreciably among the different sets of assump-
tions. For the convective regions, SBM and 4ICE overestimate the hail fraction by up to 35% and 20%,
respectively. Uncertainties in the polarimetric radar variables (Zdr and Kdp) using the different particle shape
and orientation angles affect the HID fraction by up to 20% for the graupel and hail but less so in terms of AG
fraction (generally <10%). Here it can be seen that the particle assumptions all tend toward the same general
overprediction or underprediction compared to observations, with generally very little spread between
assumptions other than the 4ICE convective graupel and SBM stratiform graupel.

Overall, it can be concluded that both WRF simulations tend to overpredict the hail and graupel fractions,
while underestimating the proportion of snow aggregates. The different assumptions for axis ratio and orien-
tation angle distributions among MA18, PU17, and RY11 affect the quantitative distributions of Zdr and Kdp

but do not change this overall conclusion. This implies that despite the uncertainties in the axis ratio and
orientation angle, POLARRIS HID can provide a useful model evaluation tool to identify the four‐
dimensional distributions of bulk hydrometeor class in a qualitative manner.

Figure 12. HID SFADs from the CSAPR observations (top row) and the POLARRIS simulations for three different
assumptions using the WRF‐SBM simulation. The convective portion is shown in the left column and the stratiform in
the right column. HID = hydrometeor identification; SFADs = stacked frequency by altitude diagrams;
POLARRIS = POLArimetric Radar Retrieval and Instrument Simulator; CSAPR = C‐band scanning precipitation radar;
WRF‐SBM = Weather Research and Forecasting‐spectral bin microphysics.
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5. Conclusions

A new framework, POLARRIS, has been developed to compare CRM cloud model simulations with polari-
metric radar observations. POLARRIS is composed of a forward simulator (POLARRIS‐f) and an inverse
module (iPOLARRIS). POLARRIS‐f is based on robust T‐matrix and Mueller matrix scattering calculations
(Vivekanandan et al., 1991) in order to compute polarimetric observables through the consistent assump-
tions of microphysics size distributions and effective density with effective dielectric constant (Bohren &
Battan, 1980; Bruggeman, 1935; Debye, 1929; Maxwell Garnett, 1904).

An important aspect of POLARRIS‐f is assigning particle axis ratio and orientation angle distributions.
These are not typically specified in the majority of microphysics schemes but can have a large influence
on the retrieved polarimetric observations. While POLARRIS‐f has similar capabilities to other polari-
metric radar simulators (e.g., Kollias & Tatarevic, 2017; Putnam et al., 2017; Ryzhkov et al., 2011),
iPOLARRIS is a unique postprocessing component that consistently implements polarimetric radar retrie-
vals and statistical analysis. HID has been used as an example in this study, but iPOLARRIS can be
extended to different retrievals, such as precipitation, vertical motion, liquid water contents, and
convective‐stratiform separation. The model and observations are put into the exact same framework to
make consistent comparisons.

Three different sets of assumptions in particle axis ratio and orientation angle distributions from two pre-
vious studies (Putnam et al., 2017; Ryzhkov et al., 2011) alongside a set of assumptions derived for this study
were tested for snow aggregate, graupel, and hail particles via WRF simulations of an intense midlatitude
convective complex observed during MC3E. The results from any given set of assumptions are qualitatively
similar, but quantitatively diverse, particularly in the probability distributions of Zdr and Kdp, which are
directly related to particle oblateness and orientation angle distributions in addition to the particle density
and size distributions.

For hail, the RY11 and PU17 hailstone orientation assumptions appear to be more reasonable than MA18,
since the MA18 hailstone assumption does not reproduce resonance scattering signals in Zdr. On the other
hand, Knight and Knight (1970) showed direct observation of large prolate‐shaped hailstone falling along
the maximum dimension. Although RY11 and PU17 assumptions agree well with some observational and
theoretical calculations (Depue et al., 2007; Ryzhkov et al., 2013), the natural variability of hail shape and
falling behavior could be more complex.

Figure 13. Vertical profiles comparing HID fractions for snow, graupel (including high and low density graupel), and hail
from observations and WRF‐SBM and WRF‐4ICE with three different assumptions. HID = hydrometeor identification;
WRF‐SBM = Weather Research and Forecasting‐spectral bin microphysics.
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For snow and graupel, none of the assumption sets outperformed the others compared to observed Zdr and
Kdp CFADs using either SBM or 4ICE microphysics. The simulated Zdr and Kdp CFADs are generally either
more narrowly or widely distributed in the different cases than the observations. Thus, we conclude that the
single model of particle shape and orientation angles is not sufficient assumptions to represent the nature of
the polarimetric radar observation. These uncertainties were not reported in previous studies (e.g., Kollias &
Tatarevic, 2017; Putnam et al., 2017; Ryzhkov et al., 2011).

HID seems to be a more stable metric, because the fuzzy‐logic methodology synthesizes information from all
variables and is heavily weighted by reflectivity. Additionally, the broad membership beta functions encom-
pass a wide variety of assumptions about axis ratio and orientation angle distributions. HID comparisons
revealed that all three sets of assumptions applied to both microphysics schemes tended to overpredict hail
and graupel in convection, while underestimating the fraction of snow aggregates in this particular
case study.

Almost all bulk and bin microphysics schemes do not explicitly predict axis ratio and orientation angle dis-
tributions, so that these parameters remain uncertain, in addition to size distributions (Heymsfield et al.,
2004), effective density (Heymsfield et al., 2010), and partially melting particles (Phillips et al., 2007). A
few microphysics schemes crudely predict ice crystal and aggregate particle shape (Chen & Tsai, 2016;
Harrington et al., 2013; Hashino & Tripoli, 2011), which can impact not only the ice microphysics processes
but also polarimetric observables (Sulia & Kumjian, 2017). With the careful analysis of polarimetric radar
signals (Hendry et al., 1987; Ryzhkov et al., 2002; Ryzhkov & Zrnic, 2007), these new microphysics schemes
will allow us to constrain variability of particle shapes and orientation angle distributions
against observations.

Once the simulated microphysics is well evaluated, simulated polarimetric observables along with simulated
hydrometeors can be used to examine uncertainties and extend the capability of polarimetric radar retrievals
(e.g., Kumjian & Prat, 2014; Schrom & Kumjian, 2018) or detailed microphysics process in deep convective
cores (Dawson et al., 2014). For such purpose, CRM simulations must resolve radar sampling volumes at
eddy permitting scales (Δ = 250 m) and future simulated radar observables must be resampled to be consis-
tent with the radar instrument beam width and range volume. These studies will be presented in
future work.

Appendix A: Calculation of Effective Dielectric Constant and Particle Density
The complex dielectric constant (ε) describes the absorption and refraction properties of a medium at a spe-
cific wavelength. The dielectric constant for water and ice is largely determined by wavelength and slightly
by temperature (Liebe et al., 1991; Hufford 1991). Unlike pure liquid drops (cloud and rain), ice particles are
often mixed with air and water. These mixtures of dielectric constant can be treated as a single effective
dielectric constant (εeff), when each single medium is much smaller than the wavelength, that is, Rayleigh
regime (size parameter: X = πD/λ ~ 2, where D is particle diameter and λ is wavelength).

Several solutions have been derived through different physical assumptions, including Maxwell‐Garnett
(MG, Maxwell Garnett, 1904), effective medium (EM) (Bruggeman, 1935), and Debye (DB) solutions
(Debye, 1929). These solutions are compared and evaluated in Bohren and Battan (1980). The MG method
assumes a medium of a shell (matrix) and a core (inclusion) so that it always has two solutions between the
shell‐core (e.g., air‐shell and ice core versus ice‐shell and air core) assumptions. EM has homogeneous mix-
ing assumptions so that the estimation (ε) falls somewhat between the two MG solutions. DB also assumes a
mixed homogeneous medium such as an aqueous medium. Bohren and Battan (1980) concluded that parti-
cular assumptions appear to be better in particular (mixing) situations so that there is no compelling reason
that one scheme is completely superior to the other schemes universally. Here are three formulas for calcu-
lating the effective dielectric constant for the three different methods.

MG : ϵMG ¼ ϵm 1þ
3f ϵ−ϵm

ϵþ2ϵm

	 

1−f ϵ−ϵm

ϵþ2ϵm

	 

2
4

3
5 (A1)

EM : f
ϵ−ϵEM
ϵ þ 2ϵEM

� �
þ 1−fð Þ ϵm−ϵEM

ϵm þ 2ϵEM

� �
¼ 0 (A2)
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DB :
ϵDB−1
ϵDB þ 2

¼ f
ϵ−1
ϵ þ 2

� �
þ 1−fð Þ ϵm−1

ϵm þ 2

� �
(A3)

In POLARRIS‐f, these options are available to calculate air‐ice mixture (i.e., for ice crystals, dry snow aggre-
gates, graupel, and hail). Once the effective dielectric constant of an air‐ice mixture is derived, it will be
further mixed with liquid particles for mixed‐phase particles (snow aggregates, graupel, and hail) again
via the above equations with different physics assumptions. This second process has a much larger impact
on simulating the bright band from the thinmelting layer so that the choice will be more obvious (not shown
here). The effective mixture approximation is inaccurate, when the size parameter (X) becomes much larger
than ~2 (Mie scattering regime). In this case, a more sophisticated single‐scattering model is required.
Recently, Schrom and Kumjian (2018) compared the polarimetric scattering properties between branched
planar crystals and homogeneous oblate particles and found significant errors when calculating the back-
scattering cross sections of horizontal and vertical polarizations at X‐band. Further study is required to better
understand the scattering field of complex ice particle in the future.
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